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Abstract 

 

This thesis utilizes a playful “murder-mystery” writing style to academically examine the 

“death” of a subreddit dedicated to cringe content, r/cringetopia, through the power dynamics 

of cringe, community, and platform. As these dynamics are considered as media elements 

involved in facilitating an individual to go down the “alt-right pipeline”, a journey which 

results in problematic radicalization, their disruption in a comparatively innocuous research 

object like r/cringetopia provides ample opportunity for their examination. Each dynamic in 

question has its own independent theoretical background and process by which it produces 

certain norms, and through examining the dynamics through the subreddit’s demise, it sheds 

light on how the play and interplay between them emerges. To accommodate for the notion of 

productive power involved, a multimodal discourse analysis was selected as the methodology 

to examine how the dynamics constituted and were constituted by how reddit, community 

and cringe content were implicated throughout r/Cringetopia’s downfall. The outcome of the 

analysis revealed that in this instance, the dynamics between community and platform were 

tightly interwoven together in characterizing the downfall, while the dynamic of cringe 

worked relatively independently due to the construction of its dynamic. Reflecting on the 

outcome of this thesis provides a further understanding of these dynamics separately and 

together and carves out space for future research.  
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The Case 

Two unblinking eyes, a static smile and a button nose greeted me, as the Wolf pushed the 

door open granting me access into the space. I couldn’t help but begrudgingly admire the 

detail and care evident of the fursuit in question, a clear mark of their dedication.  I nodded at 

the furry as I scanned the rest of the room. Unsurprisingly, I was ignored. The rest mingled 

amongst themselves, gossiping, and exchanging pop culture references as if there was 

nothing unusual, like I didn’t just receive a call to investigate a murder. Unnerved, I made my 

way to where the witness had specified, and found them curled up in a chair, tears staining 

their face. I cleared my throat, which went unacknowledged, so I prodded them gently, asking 

what happened. They began to blubber the usual; they knew the victim well, they didn’t 

know what happened, and couldn’t have possibly seen it coming. Although I was sympathetic 

to the witness’ turmoil, I needed solid answers rather than these retrospective speculations, 

and I told the witness just that. Inhaling deep, they responded simply “R/Cringetopia is 

dead”. 

Admittedly, attempting to imitate the morbid introduction of a murder mystery in a 

master’s thesis in media studies may seem like an inappropriate choice. Rather than revolving 

around the circumstances around an individuals’ demise, this mystery centres around the 

death of a subreddit dedicated to cringe. For those unfamiliar, “Cringe” is described as the 

visceral response one has upon witnessing some kind of violation to societal norms.1 For 

instance, seeing a “furry”, an individual dressed in a mascot style costume representing their 

anthropomorphic animal character or “fursona”,2 in a public setting may trigger the 

phenomenon of cringe within you. If this is not the case, the thought of an awkward 

conversation you had with a potential romantic interest decades ago might.3 A subreddit is a 

subsection of the social networking website Reddit (Reddit.com), which facilitates 

individuals’ visiting and participating in communities specifically dedicated to a wide range 

of “interests, hobbies, and passions”.4 The “r/” in “r/cringetopia” indicates it being a 

subreddit, as it reflects the former URL of the group (i.e., Reddit.com/r/Cringetopia). 

Cringetopia is a portmanteau for the term “cringe” and “utopia”, where visitors and members 

                                                      
1 Annalina Mayer et al., "A Psychological Perspective on Vicarious Embarrassment and Shame in the Context   

of Cringe Humor." Humanities 10, no. 4 (2021): 1. 
2 Stephen Reysen et al.,"My animal self: The importance of preserving fantasy-themed identity 

uniqueness." Identity 20, no. 1 (2020): 1. 
3 Melissa Dahl, Cringeworthy: A theory of awkwardness (Penguin, 2018), 19. 
4 “Reddit,” Google, accessed October 26, 2022. https://www.google.com/search?q=reddit 

 

 

https://www.google.com/search?q=reddit
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of the subreddit could see content tailored perfectly towards making them cringe. The “death” 

of r/cringetopia refers to the subreddits’ privatization. “Privatization” of a subreddit renders 

its previous and current content inaccessible to the majority of its visitors and members, thus 

signifying its death.  At a glance, the downfall of such a subreddit does not warrant the same 

entanglement of stakes, culprits, and twists involved within a murder mystery. I posit that it 

does, after all, we have the first fundamental component: a victim. 

The victim, r/cringetopia was created on the twenty-first of September in 2018 and 

was the reigning subreddit dedicated to cringe, the largest with 1.8 million members (not 

counting visitors) at the time of its passing on the fifth of May 2022.5 Familiar with the 

victim, I had been monitoring them as the initial subject of this thesis, intending to identify 

and decode the dynamics that constructed and sustained r/Cringetopia’s based on the 

Foucauldian notion of normalization.6 This notion is based on positing that power is 

productive rather than solely destructive or repressive, and that it is constituted through the 

multiple forces that work at different levels to create and persevere certain accepted and 

valued “norms”.7 However, witnessing the sudden death of r/cringetopia alarmed and 

confounded my plans, until the notion of turning this thesis into an academic murder mystery 

presented itself as its death suggested that the dynamics maintaining its life were disrupted, 

thus in a sense catching them in the act. Yet what are the stakes for understanding the 

dynamics at play at both the life and death of r/cringetopia?  

Compared to the norms prevalent across other subreddits that have subjugated them to 

academic scrutiny, such as r/Incels, complicit in the normalization of violence against 

women,8 or r/The_Donald, which instigated the mobilization of extremist alt-right politics,9 

the norms produced by r/cringetopia, and its subsequent end may seem innocuous. However, 

the norms evident on r/Incels and r/The_Donald do not exist in a vacuum but are rather at the 

inevitable end of what digital scholar Luke Munn describes as online radicalization of 

indvidiauls or the “alt-right pipeline”.10 Munn argues that the pipeline does not occur on the 

                                                      
5 Appendix A. 
6 Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, trans. Robert Hurley (New York: Vintage 95, 1990), 92. 
7 Mel Stanfill, “The interface as discourse: The production of norms through web design.” New Media & Society 

17, no.7 (2015): 1060. 
8 Alessia Tranchese and Lisa Sugiura, "“I don’t hate all women, just those stuck-up bitches”: How incels and 

mainstream pornography speak the same extreme language of misogyny." Violence against women 27, no. 14 

(2021): 2710. 
9 Alexander P.Dignam and Deana A. Rohlinger, “Misogynistic men online: How the red pill helped elect 

trump." Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 44, no. 3 (2019): 590.   
10 Luke Munn, “Alt-right pipeline: Individual journeys to extremism online." First Monday (2019). 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5210/fm.v24i6.10108. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5210/fm.v24i6.10108
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dark and disparate depths of the Internet, but is rather an medial journey as the individual is 

compelled (rather than coerced) through different media content ( self-help speakers, gaming 

personalities), online communities (meme groups),  and media platforms themselves 

(YouTube’s recommendation algorithm that tailor similar content) that facilitates the 

normalization of radical and problematic beliefs.11 Through this prolonged and incremental 

exposure to these problematic norms and values, Munn argues that they facilitate a 

psychosocial radicalization; in which there is a prominent cognitive and social shift in 

individual beliefs as they construe them as “common sense”.12 The real stakes of this pipeline 

were harrowingly demonstrated by the Christchurch Mosque shooters’ response to 

questioning about the source of the values underpinning such a violent act, as it was “The 

Internet, of course”.13 

Although r/cringetopia itself is imperceptible on the alt-right pipeline as it appears to 

not be explicitly politically alt-right, its dynamics at play, of content, online communities and 

platform implicate as part of the pipeline.14 Each of these media dynamics have their own 

interdisciplinary backgrounds and are capable of independently shaping and maintaining 

norms, thus making them major culprits in this investigation. The content, cringe has been 

described as a psychosocial phenomenon from psychological and sociological disciplines. 

Due to its construction pertaining to the response of norms being transgressed,15 it combines 

a consideration individual affective response and the social norms and the implications of 

their transgression. Online community dynamics, also encompass these social norms as both 

from an epistemological and digital perspective, norms are pivotal in dictating the formation, 

sustenance, and insularity of communities and are shaped in return.16 The platform at hand 

Reddit has its own multidisciplinary consideration, which converges on the standpoint that it 

both empowers and disempowers its user by simultaneously challenging and embracing the 

expression of their norms through social and material means.17 By accounting for the 

circumstances surrounding the death of r/cringetopia, or its downfall, this research 

                                                      
11 Munn, "Alt-right pipeline,”. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Patrick Wöhrle, "Two Shades of Cringe : Problems in Attributing Painful Laughter." Humanities 10, no. 3 

(2021): 1; Mayer et al, "Vicarious Embarrassment”, p1. 
16 Felipe Massa, "Guardians of the Internet : Building and sustaining the anonymous online 

community." Organization Studies 38, no. 7 (2017): 959-988; Kimberley Allison and Kay Bussey, "Communal 

quirks and circlejerks: A taxonomy of processes contributing to insularity in online communities." 

In Proceedings of the International AAAI Conference on Web and Social Media 14, 2020,12-23. 
17 Veena Kannan et al.,"Sociomaterial perspective of digital platforms."  In Proceedings of the 27th European 

Conference on Information Systems (ECIS), 2019, 1-10. 
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supplements Munn’s consideration of the alt-right pipeline, by providing a deeper perspective 

of the dynamics of its medial elements. It also offers a further understanding of the academic 

position of these dynamics themselves, as their enactments in the case of r/cringetopia can 

further support or challenge their distinct theoretical constructions. Thus, guiding this 

investigation is the following main research question: 

RQ: How can the downfall of r/cringetopia be interpreted through the dynamics of 

cringe, community, and platform? 

To conduct this investigation, I first offer a thorough portrait of the victim 

r/cringetopia for those unfamiliar with Reddit’s proceedings. I subsequently construct a 

theoretical framework, a more-in depth exploration of each of the culprits’ inner dynamics, 

weaving examples how they shape norms throughout a consideration of their context and 

social consequence.  Following this, I outline my elected methodology of carrying out this 

investigation, by providing an explanation and rationale of the use of Gunther Kress’ 

multimodal discourse analysis,18 along with its operationalization. Specifically, I structure the 

investigation based on the questioning how the culprits were implicated within the downfall, 

which act as the sub-research questions of this thesis. 

SRQ1: How was Reddit implicated within the downfall of r/cringetopia? 

SRQ2: How was the community implicated within the downfall of r/cringetopia? 

SRQ3: How was the cringe content implicated within the downfall of r/cringetopia? 

As the interpretations of how the culprits were implicated were contentious and connected 

with one another, each pertained to a sequential disruption of norms within r/cringetopia and 

thus each section acts as a “twist” in the investigation. Taken together the twists offer a 

cohesive account of the events and parties involved in r/Cringetopia’s demise and an analysis 

of how the dynamics played out throughout.  Finally, the verdict summarizes the findings of 

the investigation along with reflecting on how the case contributes to understanding the 

culprits themselves, the impact of the methodology and how future detectives can further my 

work. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
18 Gunther Kress, “Multimodal Discourse Analysis”, in The Routledge Handbook of Discourse Analysis, ed. 

James P. Gee and Michael Handford (Routledge, 2011), 35.  
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The Victim  

R/Cringetopia was a subreddit, as signified by the “r/”, a subsection of the website Reddit. A 

google search of Reddit describes it as a “network of communities where people can dive into 

their interests, hobbies, and passions. There’s a community for whatever you’re interested 

in…”.19 Its structure reflects this descriptor, as Reddit contains a multitude of communities or 

“subreddits” dedicated to these specific topics, offering the user the opportunity to join these 

communities as long as they create an account with only an email required to do so while not 

making account obstructs interaction. The homepage (Reddit.com) of the signed up user or 

Redditor is then filled with posts from their “joined” subreddits, thus being tailored to their 

selection. Along with specific content, each subreddit also has its own webpage that is 

tailored to a certain degree to the whims of the subreddits own communities, as long as they 

adhere to the overarching Reddit rules.20 

Users interact with Reddit, either through creating subreddits or by searching for and 

engaging with the pre-existing subreddits.21 This engagement can be done through submitting 

posts to communities (through different modalities such as text, images, video, links, or 

audio), or by engaging with other users’ posts. Either through commenting on them, or 

through commenting on other comments on them, 22. Another means of interacting is through 

the binary system of upvoting and downvoting (with arrows facing accordingly) by posts and 

comments, which is calculated into a ratio to offer a post or comments “Karma”.23 Karma is 

involved in ordering the posts and comments on the Reddit homepage and across different 

subreddits.24 As stated in the introduction of the case, on r/cringetopia users interacted based 

on their interest in cringe, in which user’s posted and interact based on what they considered 

“cringe”. The consideration what is “considered” so is a result of the dynamic at hand with 

our first culprit: cringe dynamics. 

  

                                                      
19 Google, “Reddit.” 
20 Naveena Prakasam and Louisa Huxtable-Thomas, "Reddit: Affordances as an enabler for shifting 

loyalties." Information Systems Frontiers 23, no. 3 (2021): 743. 
21 Alex Georgakopoulou, Stefan Iversen, and Carsten Stage. "Making Memes Count: Platformed Rallying on 

Reddit." In Quantified Storytelling (Palgrave Macmillan, Cham, 2020), 61. 
22 Georgakopoulou, Iversen and Stage, “Platformed Rallying,” 68. 
23 Prakasam & Huxtable-Thomas, “Reddit: Affordances,” 724. 
24 Ibid. 
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The Culprits 

Culprit A 

The cohesive definition of our dear friend “Cringe” is deceptively simple, as scholars from 

differing disciplines such as psychology and sociology describe it as the visceral reaction 

(can be affective, psychological, and/ or physiological) to some kind of social norm 

transgression.25 As cringe is social in nature, there are at least two parties (individual or 

collective) involved: The party that is heeded as socially deviating in some manner is often 

referred to as the target or perpetrator and the party who does the heeding of this act, is 

referred to as the audience or the observer.26 I will be referring to the target or perpetrator of 

cringe as the “cringee” and the audience or the observer as the “cringer” (the terms were 

directly inspired from Dynel and Poppi’s work).27 As cringe is a multidimensional concept 

and a complete and thorough consideration is unfortunately above and beyond the scope and 

discipline of this thesis,28 I will be focusing on how the construction of cringe constitutes and 

is constitutive of norms. This construction consists of the changing, although inequal 

dynamic between cringer and cringee. I structure this dynamic by beginning with the 

consideration of the party wielding the power (The cringer: commanding and controlling) 

and then the party who does not (The cringee: mediating and mediatized), using illustrative 

examples from both the victim and beyond. 

 

The Cringer: Commanding and controlling 

This dynamic, as psychologists Mayer, Paulus and Krach articulate, is largely 

dependent on the cringer’s own perception of the norm violation at hand, which is 

egocentrically based,29 as it is in terms of the cringers own understanding of the prevailing 

social norms and transgressions that it occurs.30 Cultural sociologist Patrick Wöhrle’s argues 

that the cringers understanding of norms violation can be framed through the concept 

“flexible normalism”,31 in which norms are malleable and at some level deviation is to be 

expected and praised while at other levels it is disparaged. Thus, it is the cringer who dictates 

what level of deviation to the established is considered “normal” and thus acceptable and 

                                                      
25 Dahl, Cringeworthy, 12; Mayer et al., “Vicarious Embarrassment,” 1; Wöhrle, “Two Shades of Cringe.” 10. 
26 Mayer et al., “Vicarious Embarrassment,” 1. 
27 Marta Dynel and Fabio Poppi, “Quid rides? Targets and referents of RoastMe insults." Humor 33, no. 4 

(2020):  536. 
28 Wöhrle, “Two Shades of Cringe,” 10. 
29 Dahl, Cringewortthy, 211.  
30 Mayer et al., “Vicarious Embarrassment,” 6. 
31 Wohrle, “Two Shades of Cringe,” 10. 
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celebrated, and what veers into “cringe”, into the non-normal and socially unacceptable based 

on the configuration of the situation at hand”. For example, the individual in their fur suit (a 

mascot style costume of a furry)32 may be seen as “cringe” for violating typical clothing 

norms, it can also be seen as a “normal”, due to being an authentic expression of the self.  

Other situational configurations of the cringe content, the cringee’s intentionality of 

transgressing the norms and their awareness in doing so,33 but this is also based on the 

cringers presupposing this on the behalf of the cringee. Assumed awareness and intentionality 

of the norm violation is classified distinctly as satire rather than cringe, which in of itself has 

been described as a genre of criticism and entertainment.34 However, as mentioned this is 

dependent on how the cringer perceives the transgression, as satire or as cringe? For instance, 

take someone with spinach struck in their teeth; does the cringer believe the cringee is merely 

unaware of their speckled smile? Or do they believe that the cringee purposefully left the 

spinach in their grin at an attempt of satire? All possible interpretations, although potentially 

differing in how the cringer constructs the cringe, either with compassion (“We all forget to 

check a mirror after lunch” or “Good joke!”) or with contempt (“idiots forget to check a 

mirror after lunch” or “They’re trying way too hard to make a joke”)35 demonstrate the 

subjectivity of the construction. However, one feature these constructions do share, is the 

understanding of the norm that spinach in the smile is unsavoury.  

 

The cringee: Mediating and Mediatized 

Despite this trend of cringers commanding the dynamic at hand, the cringees can 

theoretically attempt to shift this dynamic, by demonstrating an appropriate attempt at 

rectifying their norm violation, such as making an appropriate display of embarrassment or 

by justifying their transgression, committing to the violation, and/or further signifying their 

intentionality of satire.36 Underlying this shifting dynamic is the tenet that both parties share 

an understanding and appreciation of the norms at hand, and thus the outcome of the dynamic 

is whether the norm will be validated or challenged is relevant to both cringer and cringee.37  

Irrespective of triviality, the presupposed resolution of the cringe is thus implicated with the 

process of sustaining certain norms. This particularly comes to the forefront when the social 

                                                      
32 Reysen et al., “My animal self,” 1. 
33 Mayer et al., “Vicarious Embarrassment.” 4-6. 
34 Dieter Declerq, "A definition of satire (and why a definition matters)." The Journal of Aesthetics and Art 

Criticism 76, no. 3 (2018): 319. 
35 Dahl, Cringeworthy, 183-84. 
36 Mayer et al., “Vicarious Embarrassment,” 9. 
37 Wöhrle, “Two Shades of Cringe,” 7. 
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norms in question maintain social divisions and norms rooted in prejudice. For example, a 

legitimate feminist cultural critic may be constructed as a cringee by party of misogynists 

who hold gendered inequality as a norm. Constructing them as “cringee” individualizes them 

as a norm transgression, caricatures their criticism and delegitimatizes their effort at hand. 38 

As exemplified by philosopher and Youtuber Natalie Wynn or “Contrapoints” in their 

exploration of cringe, this ridiculing of feminists by portraying them as irrational and 

monstrous “SJW’s” (Social Justice Warriors) further maintains the inequal status quo.39  

However, cringee’s capabilities of mediating the dynamic become starkly limited 

when the dynamic occurs on media environments. As Wöhrle, who illustrated the concept of 

flexible normalism in cringe content with the television show “Wife swap”, highlights a 

crucial element of the multifaceted cringe phenomenon in cringe entertainment; the cringees, 

or the personalities represented in the show’s plot of exchanging “wife” figures, cannot 

rectify, or even justify their apparent norm transgression through some semblance of 

awareness or intentionality due to the edited format of the show.40 This reoccurs beyond 

television to online media platforms such as Reddit, as fellow cringe based subreddit r/cringe 

sources its cringees from across the different corners of the internet to specifically be cringed 

at.41 In the format of Reddit, the cringee becomes content as ‘the cringeworthy [that] takes on 

a life of its own, as it is replayed, commented upon, and archived.”,42 with no available 

opportunity for impacting the dynamic. This reoccurring absence of cringee’s autonomy in 

the media based construction of cringe indicates that perhaps even beyond not demonstrating 

appropriate intentionality or awareness of norm violations, the cringee’s in question may not 

even have those norms. For example, the cringee with spinach in their teeth was sourced from 

a hypothetical culture wherein this is highly valued aesthetically. 

This lack of ability of cringee’s to mediate the cringe construction, especially in 

mediatized settings demonstrates the inequal nature of the cringe dynamic; its construction is 

at the whim of the cringer. However, as there is no singular cringer, as exemplified by the 

multiplicity of subreddits dedicated to cringe (r/cringetopia, r/cringe, r/cringepics,43 and 

                                                      
38 Adrienne Massanari and Shira Chess, Attack of the 50-foot social justice warrior: The discursive construction 

of SJW memes as the monstrous feminine." Feminist Media Studies 18, no. 4 (2018): 528. 
39 Contrapoints, “Cringe” YouTube Video, May 10, 2020; Massanari and Chess, “The monstrous feminine”, 

538. 
40 Wohrle, “Two Shades of Cringe,” 5. 
41 Adrienne Massanari, Participatory culture, community, and play: Learning from Reddit (Peter Lang, 2015), 

44 
42 Massanari, Learning from Reddit, 41. 
43 Massanari, Learning from Reddit, 40-44. 
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r/cringeanarchy)44 there is no singular construction of cringe. These constructions of cringe 

can also directly conflict with one another; the founder of r/cringe accounted that there was a 

prominent change in the construction of the community’s cringe as it went from 

compassionate to contemptuous towards the cringee.45 As a result, r/cringe implemented 

harsher moderation to combat the bullying and harassment that the cringee often faced. This 

triggered the section of community endorsing said bullying and harassment to make their 

own subreddit which could encapsulate their own construction of cringe: r/cringeanarchy.46 

This demonstrated that cringers’ differing construction triggered different communities. This 

leads us to the second culprit at play: community dynamics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
44 Dahl, Cringeworthy, 189-190. 
45 Ibid. 
46 Ibid. 
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Culprit B: Community 

The term “Community” is an interdisciplinary concept that is notoriously difficult to 

define academically, thus my approach echoes the academic sentiment espoused by 

information studies scholars Jenny Preece and Diane-Maloney Krichmar, which is the 

acceptance of the near futility in fully conceptualizing our second culprit, and instead 

emphasizing the importance of examining its complex dynamics.47 As Communities 

constitute and are constituted by certain norms, the dynamic between them is an intricate 

almost cyclical one. Thus, I will outline the intricacy of this dynamic through the 

consideration of a community’s formation and sustenance (Cyclical Model of Communities) 

and then demonstrate how this intricacy can deepen to the point of rendering them 

inaccessible to change or challenge (Cyclical or Ouroboric? Insularity in Communities.). I 

highlight how this dynamic is enacted not only within communities (intracommunity), but 

crucially also between communities (intercommunity). 

 

Cyclical Model of Communities 

Massa’s proposed cyclical model of the lifespan of a community is based on an eight-

year long observation of the Anonymous forums and its form is simplified in figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. 

Simplification of Massa’s Process Model of Sustainable Online Community Building.48 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
47 Allison & Bussey, “Communal quirks,” 12; Tiago Cunha et al.,"Are all successful communities alike? 

Characterizing and predicting the success of online communities." In The World Wide Web Conference, 2019, 

318;  Jenny Preece and Diane Maloney-Krichmar. "Special theme: Online communities." Journal of Computer-

Mediated Communication 10, no. 4 (2005): 1-10. 
48 Massa, “Guardians of the Internet,” 979. 

P1 P2 P3 
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According to Massa preceding the cyclical pattern is the community’s formation stage 

(P1).49 The founding party (individual or collective) create a novel community that works for 

themselves and their purpose, as the community didn’t exist or was unavailable to the 

group.50 This “free space”, is liberated from the perceived cultural and technological 

limitations of prior communities, and thus draws a preliminary boundary between the 

developing community and the developed ones.51  In the case of Anonymous, this “free 

space” was 4chan which albeit valuing anonymity and more ephemeral communication in 

comparison to alternative online spaces at the time, but utilized the anonymity and 

communication for trolling which was reprimanded and constrained by the 4chan 

community.52 These liberations attracted an influx of contributors who shared this value of 

anonymity and its function in trolling, and in this formative period they separated from 

4chan, and tentatively adopted a collective moniker for themselves which eventually became 

of “Anonymous”.53 This simultaneous intercommunity dynamic of signifying distinctiveness 

from different communities to the intracommunity tension between the different utilizations 

of the afforded anonymity demonstrates both as foundational dynamics of communities in 

this case.  

According to Massa’s observations of the Anonymous community, these dynamics 

continued in a cyclical pattern as the community continued and was sustained and divided the 

cycle into four stages as shown in figure 1: experimental (P2), values-driven engagement 

(P3), disengagement (P4), and reconstitution (P5). The first in the cycle is experimenting, in 

which boundaries are tested and slowly the system of values and repertoire within the 

community is built,54 followed by the next stage of values-driven engagement in which the 

constructed values are enacted and also affirmed outside of the community.55 This validation 

from outside the community attracts new members to join, but along with these new members 

come along new values and repertoires, and thus triggers the stage of disengagement as the 

community’s values become uncertain, it destabilizes the previous guiding values.56 Finally, 

the stage of reconstitution, is when the tensions the values underpinning the value-driven 

                                                      
49 Massa, “Guardians of the Internet,” 979 
50 Ibid. 
51 Massa., “Guardians of the Internet,” 978. 
52 Massa., “Guardians of the Internet,” 970. 
53 Sofia Alexopoulou and Antonia Pavli, "‘Beneath This Mask There is More Than Flesh, Beneath This Mask 

There is an Idea’: Anonymous as the (Super) heroes of the Internet?" International Journal for the Semiotics of 

Law  34, no. 1 (2021): 241; Massa, “Guardians of the Internet,” 978. 
54 Massa, “Guardians of the Internet,” 979. 
55 Massa, “Guardians of the Internet,” 980. 
56 Massa, “Guardians of the Internet,” 981. 
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engagement and disengagement are resolved to a point that allows the community to engage 

with plural rather than singular values and once again begin experimentation with what this 

entails for the community.57 Massa’s cyclical framework for community sustenance 

demonstrates that a community’s values and norms are not monolithic, unchanging from the 

communities’ inception but instead are susceptible to the intersubjective whims of the 

changing members.58 Massa’s model suggests that the active construction and deconstruction 

of a community’s values are a fundamental component of its sustenance.  

However, Massa’s compelling construction of the process of online community 

building, as acknowledged by the author, is based on a singular case and is thus specific to 

the hacktivist group in question.59  Potentially limiting its generalisability is the notion that 

the “Anonymous” community can encapsulate both trolling, and social protest under one 

banner while other communities may not be as amenable to accommodating such pluralism in 

their values and identity.60  

 

Cyclical or Ouroboric? Insularity in Communities. 

   Rather than having heterogenous values in its cycle, these communities risk becoming 

homogenous, monolithic, or insular in their values.61 Insularity is described by online 

communities’ researchers Kimberley Allison and Kay Bussey as the state where the members 

and content of a community become similar to the point where deviations from the similarity 

are both implicitly and explicitly discouraged.62 A certain threshold of homogeneity or 

insularity is expected of communities, especially in the beginning in that it requires that a 

certain level of shared values to distinguish itself, as discussed earlier in Massa’s model and 

this echoes Allison and Bussey’s process of insularity called “network homophily”, which 

occurs when demographic and/or ideologically similarities guide connections between 

individuals.63 

By mapping Allison and Bussey’s processes of insularity onto Massa’s model of 

community sustenance, we see that rather being directly oppositional to one another they bear 

striking resemblance to one another. This suggests the potential for communities to become, 

what I coin as, ouroboric, rather than cyclical in their form, as within the community the 
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values risk becoming repeating rather than evolving which acts as the driving force of the 

cycle thus changing how figure 1 is interperted. For instance, Massa’s stages of 

experimentation and value-driven engagement as previously explained can be expressed by 

Allison and Bussey’s process of insularity. For the stage of experimentation, the development 

of a repertoire of values can be done through the process of “circle-jerking”, where content is 

tailored towards the value of appealing to others rather than other community values 

establishing the links in the value system.64 The stage of value-driven engagement may be the 

community’s “gatekeeping” as they engage with other communities by closing themselves 

off by making their norms inaccessible to outsides through “inside jokes”.65 These processes 

of insularity, both on an individual and collective level, act in tandem together to maintain 

and reaffirm the norms and values of the community and dissuade dissent,66 while other 

scholars refer to them as crucial parts of building and maintaining communities”.67 

This insularity continues to define the form of the community, as when the influx of 

new contributors occurs rather than the trigger the stage of disengagement in Massa’s 

model,68 the norms can be further enforced by leaders and community members rather than 

fall to newcomer’s norm violating whims.69 Subsequently, this challenges Massa’s final stage 

of reconstitution, as with the norms policed it implies that there are no new or challenging 

norms for the community to adapt to. This alternate model of communities, as an ouroboros 

may not fit the Massa’s case of “Anonymous” community, but it does fit its founder 4chan, 

which maintained its own values which was adverse the notion of trolling, which triggered 

the formation of the case Anonymous group. Taking Massa’s proposed model of community 

sustenance and Allison and Bussey’s taxonomy of insularity processes together, it 

demonstrates that the values held by the community can be dictated by its intracommunity or 

intercommunity dynamics. It demonstrates the interrelated nature of communities, as their 

                                                      
64 Allison and Bussey, “Communal quirks,” 17. 
65 Allison and Bussey,” Communal quirks,” 20. 
66 Allison and Bussey, “Communal quirks,” 17-19. 
67 Brittany Davidson et al., "The evolution of online ideological communities." PloS one 14, no. 5 (2019): 1; 

Carrie Moore and Lisa Chuang, "Redditors revealed: Motivational factors of the Reddit community." 

In Proceedings of the 50th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, 2017, 2319. 
68 Massa, “Guardians of the Internet,” 981. 
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boundaries are permeable,70 allowing values and dynamics to be carried across them,71 as 

exemplified by Anonymous succeeding 4chan.  

This interrelated nature lends support to the notion of considering communities as part 

of “meta-communities”,72 that are exhibited on websites such as Reddit, which Adrienne 

Massanari, communications scholar who ethnographically chronicled the platforms 

community for three years, described it having “one and many cultures”.73 Massanari notes 

the interplay between homogenic and heterogenic values and the dynamics at hand, 

describing them as emblematic of the website’s nature. However, Reddit could not be 

considered as a “Network of communities where people can dive into their interests, hobbies, 

and passions”,74 without the materiality to substantiate as such.75 Thus, we turn our focus to 

next culprit: Reddit’s materiality. 
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Culprit C: Materiality of Reddit 

My consideration of Reddit’s materiality aligns with Digital platform and Information 

technology scholars’ Veena Kannan, Saji Mathew and Franz Lehner’s conceptualization of 

digital platforms as sociomaterial.76 In this perspective, digital platforms although difficult to 

define (see de Reuver et al. for a more thorough discussion of the debates in definition and 

the differentiation between digital and non-digital platforms),77 are characterized as having 

substantial social outcomes specifically due to entanglement of the human and material.78 I 

will first outline the tenets of this sociomaterial perspective, in how it accounts for how a 

platform can shape its social norms and vice versa (Sociomateriality of Reddit), then I will 

demonstrate that the dynamic between the material and its norms is characterized by tension 

by examining how Reddit is “user-powered”. First by considering empowerment of the user 

in how it facilitates the visibility the expression (User-empowered: Visible Expression) and 

then in how this same expression is disempowered in its subjugation to moderation (User-

constrained: Moderated Expression). 

 

Sociomateriality of Reddit 

The human or the social of a digital platform consists of the user’s goals and 

behaviour, while its material is “the intrinsic property of digital platforms independent of the 

people who use them”.79 This intrinsic property comprises of the digital platform architecture 

such as its core functions, constituents to achieve said functions, interface interrelating the 

constituents and description of said functions.80 A sociomaterial perspective of Reddit, 

highlights that the outcome of it being described as a social news aggregation, a web content 

rating, discussion website,81 and a combination of social media and early message boards,82 is 

due to both of its social and material constituents. It both needs its users to collect and post 

news, to rate content and to begin and engage with discussions along with the material 

infrastructure to aggregate the news, to permit the ratings and host such interactions to 
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substantiate the website as those things.  This Sociomateriality is also prevalent in design 

platform literature, despite not being explicitly related, as platform design should be 

contextualized and guided by its presupposed social use.83 However, with the design of 

platforms being guided socially, the sociality subsequently becomes guided by the platform 

in the form of “affordances”. Affordances are material features of platforms that produce 

certain norms of how the user ought to utilize the platform.84 This demonstrates the intricacy 

of the entanglement between the social and the material. In a consideration of the social 

dynamics of a subreddit, I reiterate that the material cannot be ignored.  

 

User-powered: Visible Expression 

Reddit is described as “user-powered” which indicates a sense of autonomy on the 

user’s behalf, with an added emphasis of their power.85 Users’ can create and maintain their 

own customisable subreddit if they so choose,86 or they can discover, select, and contribute to 

as many “subreddits” as they wish, thus controlling their own Reddit experience.87 Not only 

can redditors manage their own Reddit experience, but they are also afforded to both 

symbolically and materially change the subreddits through the platforms system of Karma. 

Karma visibly expresses the posts rate of approval symbolically, but also materially, as it 

indicates as to where it appears visually in relation to the other of the subreddit’s posts.88 This 

visibility is also dictated by the users, as they decide as to what variables does the visibility 

adhere to; users can view posts in subreddits through “top” which prioritizes the karma of 

posts, or “new” which prioritizes recency of submissions, or the default of “hot” which 

calculates the former two variables.89 

This material allocation of power to the Redditor in shaping subreddits predisposes 

these communities to be democratic in their proceedings as it literally empowers the popular 

opinion, but paradoxically also provides the potential to homogenize select opinion as 
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unpopular or converse views can be rendered materially invisible.90 Thus, although Reddit 

empowers the “user”, it does so at a collective and accumulative level which may come at the 

expense of disempowerment at the individual level. This paradox can have positive impact in 

crisis situations such as on r/, wherein the information urgent and relevant information 

pertaining to the crisis is easily filtered to the top while misleading information is hidden,91 

while it can also have negative consequence as documented by Gaudette and colleagues with 

r/the_donald.92 They highlight how expression visibility of reddit facilitated r/the_donald to 

present the vilification of its perceived enemies (those who follow the religion of Islam and 

those on the “left” in politics) as common while materially rendering those with converse 

opinions invisible.93 This highlights the tension characterizing Reddit; it affords the “free 

expression” of its users while simultaneously censoring them. 

 

User-Constrained: Facing Moderation.  

This tension within Reddit’s affordance of “user-power” is reiterated in its 

materialization of moderation in the face of it being a “free expression platform”.94 Massanari 

highlights that Reddit prides itself of this social value of “free speech” which likely 

originated as a result of its materiality, by its opens-source ethos, which permitted anyone to 

make and manage their own community.95 Due to this sociomaterial precedence of “free 

speech”, Reddit was thus initially very lenient with its moderation, as exemplified by the 

former existence of subreddits such as r/candidfashionpolice in 2015 which consisted of 

pictures of women taken and posted without their knowledge or consent to other subreddits 

dedicated to anti-feminist positions such as r/mensights or r/theredpill.96 The sole moderation 

came in the form of moderators, volunteer users to assist in the maintenance and management 

of subreddits,97  through the manual removal and response to rule-breaking content/users 
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along, the automatic “bots” that assist in management of rules,98 and monitoring the daily 

proceedings of a subreddits.99 These moderators despite having a degree of autonomy not 

afforded to other users,100 are seen as integrated within the particular subreddit and Reddit as 

a whole, as they are charged with adhering and maintaining both parties’ regulations and 

values.101 Thus, although having the potential to be conflicting, moderators’ moderation 

ability materially empowers select users to enact their vision of these norms and rules at 

hand.102 

However, with Reddit gearing towards becoming a publicly traded business and in the 

face of criticism for perpetuating what Massanari defines as “toxic techno cultures”.103 Reddit 

has both banned and “quarantined” particularly problematic subreddits, in a demonstration of 

the platforms intention to follow their own content policies.104 R/The_Donald being subjected 

to both actions,105  with first the quarantine in 2019, in which its visibility was reduced from 

redditors who had not joined the subreddit, along with having its moderators complicit in 

breaking the website rules removed followed by the ban in 2020 which effectively shut down 

the subreddit and made all of its content inaccessible to everyone.106 This demonstration of 

Reddit’s administrator’s material power over select subreddit’s moderators, was utilized in 

redditors rejection of these new moderating enforcements, assuming victimhood of 

censorship.107 Despite these complaints about Reddit’s newfound appeasement to the leftist 

“SJW’s,108 communities such as r/The_Donald had utilized Reddit’s affordances to further 

their own values; from having moderators being notorious for banning users who exhibited 

disagreement or dissent,109 or exploiting the metrics of visibility to increase the content from 

their subreddit on r/all (a subreddit whose content is highly upvoted posts from other 

subreddits).110 
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R/The_donald faced the moderation from Reddit, limiting their expression while 

simultaneously being afforded visible expression at the expense of other users, exemplifying 

the conflicting sociomaterial dynamic of Reddit as a platform. However, the content of 

r/The_donald, was dedicated to promotion and campaigning of the politics espoused by 

Donald Trump and thus its users’ actions and norms were contextualized by such. Different 

content can possibly offer different contexts for the platform dynamic to be expressed, which 

in turn takes us to the consideration of the culprit of cringe. However, this would make an 

infinite loop, and alas, and r/Cringetopia’s death would remain unsolved. 
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The Methodology 

I will first outline the particular corpus of r/cringetopia I will be researching. Then, I 

will explain the key terms and concepts underpinning the method of my research, linguist, 

and semiotician Gunther Kress’ Multimodal Discourse Analysis.111 I will then provide the 

rationale of its use of this method in the context of the investigation and describe how it 

aided in structuring the investigation, before outlining how it was operationalized. 

 

Research Corpus 

The predominant consequence of a subreddit’s privatization is that users who are not 

explicitly given permission to the subreddit are unable to access it. As my request to gain 

admission was not granted at the time of conducting the investigation, I could not directly 

collect the material preceding the subreddits its end. Thus, I rely on the documentation 

sourced from the WayBackMachine. The WayBackMachine is a digital public archive that 

collects and stores multiple modalities such as websites that have been uploaded by different 

individuals.112 It is organized based on the hyperlink of the website and by the dates and 

specific times that it is crawled, which refers to picking the websites content and storing it as 

data. It has been validated as a beneficial source of online source of data to researchers, 113 

despite its limitations in accurately reflecting the linkage between sites,114 and is dependent 

when the website is crawled, rather than when it is updated. Taken together this denotes that 

although the WaybackMachine depicts the homepage of the subreddit at different time points, 

not all of its posts and its comments are accessible, nor does it afford the typical engagement 

with Reddit’s interface. However, I argue that the difficulty of accessing the research corpus 

due to it leaving behind a corpse is part of the investigation in of itself. Due to these 

constraints, the research corpus (as expressed through figures and appendices) considered 

refers to all of the available material gathered through inputting reddit.com/r/cringetopia in 

the WayBackMachine (web.archive.org)115 from the 19th of April to its privatization on 06th 

May of 2022).  
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Other supplementary sources I utilized to complement material sourced from the 

WayBackMachine and to ensure clarity of the events characterizing the death of r/cringetopia 

were the dedicated posts and subsequent comment threads to r/Cringetopia’s end on 

r/SubredditDrama, whose content was dedicated to “reddit fights and other dramatic 

happenings from other subreddits”.116  

 

Explanation 

Kress describes Multimodal Discourse Analysis (MMDA) as “the description and 

analysis of any text- as a complete and coherent semiotic entity- which aims at describing and 

analysing what ‘goes on’ in a text, including the working of power in social interaction.117 

This description comprises of multiple sociolinguistic concepts which I will explicate 

utilizing and expanding upon Kress’ own example of a diagram of an animal cell.118 This 

diagram consists of a simple cell mode, with labels on the different parts such as the nucleus, 

the mitochondria, cell membrane and cytoplasm. The text is considered the figure as a whole, 

comprised of the both the visual illustration and the textual components or two different 

modalities which both have their own connotations in communication.119 These modalities 

come together through which Kress describes as cohesion. 120  This cohesion applies to both 

within the text (ensuring that each written label matches its visual counterpart) and outside 

the text (having this diagram question within a chapter on cells in a biology textbook).121 

Cohesion is not just at the disposal of the producer of the diagram, but also of the viewer of 

the diagram or interpreter. The interpreter may offer a different interpretation of the 

coherence of the different modal elements and thus produce a new text. For instance, a 

microbiologist specialized in cellular research may interpret the diagram as juvenile and 

question its internal cohesion of labels and visuals, while an artist may resonate with its 

simplicity and include it in art show, producing it as “Art” thus shifting its external cohesion.  

As a result of the producer or at the whim of the interpreter, the resulting text 

contributes to some sort of discourse. Discourse, to Kress, is the generative source of social 

meaning in the Foucauldian sense rather than a linguistic category,122  as it is a form of 

productive power.  In the case of the diagram, it generates knowledge that this cell exists, a 
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representation of its appearance and value of learning about it.  Furthermore, the diagram in 

the biology textbook consolidates the power of the education system and the government 

funding and designing it. The diagram within an art collection generates the continuous 

cultural understanding of “art” and that a diagram of the cell can be perceived as such and 

becomes part of the institution the art collection is within. This demonstrates that to Kress the 

text examined is the “material site of emergence of immaterial discourse”.123  

 

Rationale 

 MMDA is a highly appropriate method for this investigation as it shares the same 

foundation: a Foucauldian perspective of productive power. MMDA provides the means to 

solve the case, to approach the research question of “How can the collapse of r/cringetopia of 

r/cringetopia be interpreted through the dynamics of cringe, community and platform”. 

Through MMDA’s lens we can interpret if and how these theoretical dynamics emerge as 

discourse throughout the text of the “downfall of r/cringetopia”. MMDA appropriately 

recognizes the different modalities involved with the victim of r/cringetopia, such as its 

textual, visual, and algorithmic elements along with their different connotations. It also 

acknowledges the interplay of such modalities that come together cohesively to constitute the 

text in question. I also selected MMDA as not only did its concepts provide a means of 

investigation, but its careful consideration of cohesion and interpretation provided a structure 

to my operationalization. 

 

Operationalization 

I adopted Kress’ multimodal discourse analysis, particularly the notions of cohesion and 

interpretation in structuring and guiding the investigation. The sub-questions pertain to how 

each of the culprits were implicated within the downfall of r/cringetopia. 

SRQ1: How was Reddit implicated within the downfall of r/cringetopia? 

SRQ2: How was the community implicated within the downfall of r/cringetopia? 

SRQ3: How was the cringe content implicated within the downfall of r/cringetopia? 

As the implications of the culprits were chaotic, interconnected throughout the events and 

parties involved in the downfall of r/cringetopia, the sub questions aided in making the text 

cohesive as they presented the overarching points of contention between differing 

interpretations, thus highlighting how the dynamics between them emerged.  The 
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implications of each culprit throughout ordered the text in a series of twists, in which the 

downfall of r/cringetopia was first predicted, then proceeded and finally left a casualty in its 

wake. 
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The Twists 

The First Twist: Prediction of Death 

The first twist revealed in the circumstances surrounding the death of r/cringetopia 

was the announcement for the prediction of its own imminent death by the subreddits’ 

moderators that implicated Reddit itself, along with a speculation of its motives for disrupting 

its cohesion (SRQ1).  Here, I first outline the contents of the prediction, their interpretation 

on what motivates their imminent death, the conflict it is and outcome of, and their plan to 

avoid death (Immanent death: Reddit’s censorship conflict), followed by an interpretation on 

the dynamics that emerges from this predicted disruption and their potential outcome if 

cringetopia escapes death (Cheating death: r/Cringetopia or cringetopia.org?). 

 

Immanent death: Reddit’s censorship conflict 

The announcement is contained within a post submitted and pinned by a moderator 

titled “Current State of the subreddit. The admins will probably try to silence us and remove 

this post. Don’t let them” (CSOS).124 As mentioned, in this post the moderator acknowledges 

its upcoming death and interprets the Reddit admins as culpable. The post outlines that its 

demise is due to the inevitable end of the ongoing conflict between Reddit and r/cringetopia, 

a conflict that Reddit initially instigated, as motivated by their upcoming initial public 

offering or IPO which has urged “Reddit corporate”,125 to adhere to a business-friendly 

vision. The post claims that in Reddit’s efforts to enforce their vision, they have been 

subjugating r/cringetopia to consistent censorship, through the direct removal of its content or 

“our best posts”, through being “brigaded” by reports of subreddits that do fit this vision, or 

by directly censoring users and moderators alike for either “frivolous” or “seemingly no 

reason at all”.126 Supporting their claim, they account that this censorship was even occurring 

on the basis of association, with the significant other of r/cringetopia’s account being banned, 

along with a hyperlinked pictures to Imgur, one with ban message titled “Injustice”.127 

The post interprets the censorship as such, and after lamenting on the potential apathy 

of the users towards the censoring, the post quotes civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr., 

to assumedly emphasize the gravity of the situation: “I’m sure most of you don’t actually 

give a shit, and I wouldn’t blame you, but as Martin Luther King once said:” Injustice 
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anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere….”.128 The inclusion of this quote places 

recollection of the events and continuous struggle of the civil rights movements in ending 

racial segregation in the United States beside the censorship of a subreddit, thus evoking the 

readers feelings and thoughts about (in)justice. It is this perceived censorship that is the 

interpreted point of contention, that draws the division between r/cringetopia and the Reddit 

admins and demonstrates the perceived lack of cohesion between the community and its 

platform, which will escalate to which the latter “will probably just take the subreddit 

soon”.129 However rather than accepting their prophesized defeat, r/cringetopia aims to 

detach itself from Reddit’s interference, claiming power throughout this disruption of 

cohesion through launching its own platform cringetopia.org, leaving the subreddit at the 

hands of Reddit but highlighting “r/cringetopia as you know it is probably over”.130  

 

Cheating death: r/Cringetopia or Cringetopia.org? 

The central dynamic discussed explicitly in CSOS, is conflict due to Reddit’s 

sociomateriality of its expression of censorship; appreciating that not only does Reddit’s 

values and normalizes censorship, but that its affordances materialize these norms.131 The 

discussions of the social “injustice” are consistently supplemented with materializations of 

such. CSOS seems to allude to the perspective of the constrained user facing moderation, 

with no equivalent of how the platform has empowered them and thus disrupts the apparent 

“user-powered” nature of Reddit as the moderators are being moderated and thus cannot 

enact their own vision of the subreddit.132 Thus, with their call of action to move to 

cringetopia.org, they can claim their own sociomaterial empowerment by developing a 

platform that Reddit has no jurisdiction over where they can enact their own norms and 

vision and have some degree of user-power. Thus, throughout CSOS “Cringetopia” is 

attempting to detach itself from “r/cringetopia”, establishing itself as its own community 

which is emphasized by the final declaration which excludes the insulting “/r” in “Long live 

cringetopia”.133 These endeavours to detach itself from Reddit are facilitated and furthered 

through community dynamics. 
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One manner it does so is through intercommunity dynamics; as by levelling the notion 

that the Reddit’s meta-community has become insular,134 which is incompatible with 

cringetopia’s own supposed heterogenous norms, as it proclaims a desire for “content and 

culture that is not slowly being homogenized with the rest of Reddit”.135 Another way of 

distinguishing itself is by affirming the solidarity of its own values within the community, 

reflected in the continuous and consistent use of the first personal plural pronoun in CSOS, 

everything is “our”, “our moderators”, “our best users”, “Reddit is taking actions against us” 

with the exception of the use of the second person pronoun “you”, invoking discursive 

distance if one does not have the same sentiment towards censorship (“most of you don’t 

actually give a shit”) or being used a signifying of personal address in the intention of moving 

to cringetopia.org (“you’ll like it”).136 One particular norm played by the intercommunity and 

intracommunity dynamics, is cringe itself, as it is both threatened by Reddit’s sociomaterial 

censorship and a central consideration for the community of cringetopia, as cringetopia.org 

will accommodate all your “cringe and cringe-community needs”.137 In CSOS, cringe is not 

an active dynamic, which demonstrates the absence of its culpability in the prediction 

cringetopia’s own death, but its construction remains a pivotal norm at play. 

If the moderators’ interpretation of the r/cringetopia’s community’s norms and values 

were cohesive with those held by the users,138 then perhaps the introduction of the new 

platform hosting cringetopia.org, could have potentially been considered as Massa’s phase of 

disengagement. The r/Cringetopia community could have successfully disengaged from the 

rest of Reddit, with the caveat that the disengagement occurs due to the new platform rather 

than the new userbase,139  and permitted the new norms of “Cringetopia” to emerge in the 

stage of reconstitution. However, it also could have been considered as the formation of a 

novel community due to its separation with its original platform, questioning the conditions 

of the “free-space” in which a community forms.140 Both trajectories would have challenged 

Massa’s framework, questioning the caveats necessary for the stage of disengagement and 

community formation to occur. However, this movement of the community and its theoretical 

ramifications are at the whim of the users rather than just the mods. At first, within hours of 

the post of CSOS, the user’s reception was cohesive with the sentiment explicated by the 
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mods in CSOS, with highly upvoted users agreeing that Reddit’s motivations for change were 

a result of their corporate interests, ensuring that “the political opinions that fill the [toxic] 

cesspool are mildly profitable” (111 upvotes) and “what makes reddit its moolah” (101 

upvotes).141 The early responses also condemn the sociomaterial power of Reddit in its 

censorship, recognizing it as a “social media platform where they control ever narrative” (32 

upvotes) and compare it to the exertion of power apparently evident on other platforms such 

as Tumblr (538 upvotes).142 However, hours later, with continued upvoting and 

commentating, a different reception to CSOS became cohesive from the users’ activity which 

preludes the second twist of this investigation. 

Taken together, this part of the analysis demonstrates the dynamics involved in the 

mods’ interpretation of r/cringetopia’s death and their plan to escape it. The mods use 

community and platform dynamics to announce their distinction of themselves as just 

“cringetopia”, creating certain claims for the forthcoming cohesion of the community on a 

new platform. Now, we turn to observe how this proposed cohesion was interpreted by the 

communities’ users and the ramifications of the interpretation. 
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The Second Twist: Cause of Death 

In this part of the investigation, I account how the community’s further interpretation 

to the moderator’s interpretation of r/cringetopia’s incoming death preluded its cause of death 

(Automod: Accelerated Symptoms) and how the moderators’ enforcement of this new norm 

triggered an ongoing conflict within the community which was eventually implicated its 

actual death: an implosion (Civil Warfare: Fatal Implosion) (SRQ2). Throughout this 

account of the conflict, I explicate how the dynamics at play in r/cringetopia’s predicted 

death played a role in its actual death. 

 

Automod: Accelerated Symptoms 

While a certain level of denunciation of Reddit’s sociomaterial effect continued, 

commenting that “this kind of nonsense seems to be inevitable seems for social media 

platforms” (165 upvotes).143 In the same breath the user also acknowledges Reddit’s pivotal 

role in materializing cohesion between communities and recognizing their community’s 

interconnected nature as “Reddit is convenient. Everything in one place” (165 upvotes), 

which the CSOS does not do, instead implying that r/cringetopia is capable of being 

sovereign.144 The users also critique to contents of the CSOS post, from the inclusion of the 

MLK quote “I’m sure when MLK said that he wasn’t thinking about Reddit admins” (636 

upvotes) to describing the described imperativeness of disengaging from Reddit as “fear 

mongering [more] than anything else” (140 upvotes).145 However, the main point of 

contention of the community members is not Reddit’s threat of censorship, but rather the auto 

moderating bot (automod) that was introduced by the moderators to reiterate and spread the 

message of CSOS: “Due to increasingly unreasonable demands from the administration, 

r/cringetopia is moving offsite to our own exciting new platform”.146 This purposeful 

“saturat[ion of] the sub with this message as much as possible before the inevitable 

crackdown” was considered by users in the reception of the CSOS post as spam.147 The spam, 

rather than being interpreted by the users as a Machiavellian tactic in reclaiming power in 

Reddit’s upcoming disruption, became the disruption itself as one user comments: “Yea the 

comment spam is a bit much dude” (869 upvotes).148 It was this response that the users 
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cemented, with both comments being further upvoted two days later, to 3.7k upvotes, along 

with the additional “I understand but you guys have to cut the automod shit off immediately” 

(2.0k upvotes).149 

 

Civil Warfare: Fatal Implosion 

This constructed the overarching conflict within r/cringetopia for the remainder of its 

life, of moderator versus users, as the mod’s expression of material power over the subreddit 

and the remaining community’s interpretation to this this expression.  CSOS would only be 

the beginning, as irrespective of the mods’ intentions and conspiracies of collaboration, their 

theatrical interactions amongst themselves altered the subreddit’s cohesion over the 

remaining days of its life. The title of the r/cringetopia was changed from Cringetopia to 

“Furrytopia” to “Elne fan club” (name of mod interpreted by users to be responsible for the 

whole affair) to reflect the supposed changes in governance of the mod team or “mod 

takeovers”. Beyond the changes to the homepage’s title, banner and about section, the mods 

also incrementally made similar changes to the automod which required users’ content to 

include certain phrases, which impacted users’ capacity for expression, both in the title of 

their posts and in their comments, with the only affordance being left untouched being the 

ability to upvote. During the stage of “Furrytopia”, users were required to include explicit 

support towards furries such as “I support furry pride!” or their submission would be 

removed by the automods, and later another automod would require the phrase “I hate 

furries” which conflicts with the first mod.150 Eventually, the automod not only required the 

inclusion of certain phrases but changed it so that all user’s submitted post titles could 

contain emojis rather than text, effectively silencing its userbase as seen in figure 2. The same 

dynamic of Sociomateriality of Reddit that incited the conflict in CSOS was now utilized the 

by the moderators, as they were in accordance with the move of the community to 

cringetopia.org and compelled its users to moving there by obstructing the subreddit’s typical 

affording of users’ expression. The same party that was claiming to be censored was now 

effectively censoring its users, taking advantage of how Reddit powered them as users to 

constrain other users, exemplifying the tension within the notion of “user-power”.151 
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Figure 2. 

WayBackMachine Documentation of “Hot” Posts (29/04/2022) 

 

 

As all of these changes were dictated by the mods, all the community could do is 

respond accordingly and as afforded at the time, which drew a division between the users of 

r/cringetopia and its moderators which disrupted the cohesion within the community 

members. The primary form of response possible was the homepage, or “hot” posts where the 

users were still afforded some semblance of control in their shaping of visibility. Directly 

following CSOS, the community lamented the impeding downfall but shifted their blame and 

ire to misdemeanours of the mods rather than the supposed censorship of Reddit, seeing them 

as culpable for the disruption of the community. This division also invoked the 

intercommunity and intracommunity dynamics in the CSOS, as rather than seeing it as 

detachable from Reddit, Reddit as a platform was interpreted by users as pivotal to the 

cohesion of the community, with its death as a subreddit equating the death of the 

community. The homepage the day after the CSOS was characterized by farewells to the 

subreddit, ranging from fond “I guess the subreddit is gone, o7” (1.1k upvotes) (the o7 

signifying a figure saluting) to more popular disparaging titles reading “The absolute state of 

this place” (1.9k upvotes).152 As mod activity continued, the denunciation of the mods did the 

same from reproaching “Elne” in particular as the ringleader, as “Elne needs to lose his mod 

status and be banned ASAP, Upvote to send the message” (27.3k upvotes) to a general 

disdain of the mods, as “Mods when people don’t join their shitty website” (5.9k upvotes).153 

When the automod began enforcing the inclusion of “pro-furry” or “anti-furry” rhetoric, the 
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community exploited all material actions available to them, to multimodally communicate 

their perspective on proceedings and rebel against the prescribed terms using furries as a 

scapegoat. Titles such as “furries rock! Down with furry haters and bullies!” accompanied 

images that depicted an arrow pointing towards the area of the upvotes (6.1k upvotes) along 

with text within the image “amount of people that hate furries” (see fig.3). Users were able to 

express themselves, as although the cohesion between the title and the image was interrupted 

it was done so to ensure cohesion between the users’ attitude and the restrictions coming 

from the moderators. 

 

Figure 3. 

WayBackMachine Documentation of Selected Top Post (25/04/2022) 

 

 

This conflict was characterized by the combinatory dynamics of community and 

platform, as both attempted to sociomaterially claim the community “cringetopia” as their 

own, with the mods now seeing it as “cringetopia.org” while the users persistently perceiving 

it as “r/cringetopia”.  This conflict appears to follow Massa’s model rather than my ouroboric 

extension, as the presence of dichotomous norms prevents it from becoming insular. Instead, 

the conflict follows the stages of value-driven engagement to disengagement,154 as both mods 

and users are enacting and affirming their own values in this period where the norms are 

destabilized and thus members disengage from the community. However, with both parties 

making a normative claim of cringetopia, the subsequent stage of reconstitution was rendered 
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impossible, as it would require a party to yield in the conflict, to either establish a common 

ground of norms or to express acceptance of the novel multiplicity of the communities’ 

values. This conflict demonstrates a point of departure from Massa’s cyclical model, as the 

inability for the stage of reconstitution to occur, it renders the community incapable of 

sustaining itself. This pivotal departure of Massa’s model is supported by the notion that this 

conflict is what cumulated into r/Cringetopia’s death. 

 Although r/cringetopia’s official cause of death is privatization, an action done by the 

moderators,155 who the users would find responsible as “the current mods are just going out 

in flames”,156 the mods would interpret their action as justified due to the actions of its users. 

A moderator’s particular “serious” answer of the mod’s activities throughout its downfall 

highlighting how “this sub acts without moderation”, justifying shutting it down themselves 

rather than allowing Reddit to respond to the users” sitewide violations”.157 This renders the 

death an implosion, an instance of an internal collapse, as rather than being killed by external 

forces it was done so from within. This implosion didn’t benefit any party of r/cringetopia; 

the users lost access to the subreddit they were fighting for while the moderators lost the 

userbase they were attempting to mobilize to their new platform. This implosion also 

completed the prophecy outlined CSOS, as rather than Reddit taking them down through a 

direct ban or quarantine, the moderators utilized what was afforded to them by the platform in 

making their own community private, taking themselves down. 

Here, I outlined how the division between the moderators and user marked a 

disruption of r/Cringetopia’s cohesion through both dynamics of materiality and community 

and accounted for the events leading up its death and its death itself. I interpret 

R/Cringetopia’s cause of death as implosion, as both parties interpreted the other responsible 

and both were affected by its demise.  
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The Third Twist: Casualty of Death 

Here, I account for how the cringe dynamic, despite of its use of by both users and 

mods to portray the interpreted transgression of the other throughout the conflict, enacted 

cohesion in r/cringetopia rather than disrupting it (The claiming of the cringe). Instead, the 

implication of cringe content caused its own distinct casualty in the death of r/cringetopia, as 

the construction of the cringee facilitated it to becoming subjugated to explicit hatred (The 

silence of the furries) (SRQ3). 

 

The claiming of the cringe 

Throughout the downfall of r/cringetopia, there is a continuous effort, to become the 

cringer rather than the cringee. From the initial reception to CSOS, the users of r/cringetopia 

claim the term denoting the post in question with the cringe flair. This trend continues, with 

the mods’ changes to the subreddit described as “a bit cringe ngl [not going to lie]” (2.6k 

upvotes), along with the moderators themselves as it “Doesn’t surprise me that sweaty mod 

of this sub is the embodiment of cringe itself” (15.5k upvotes) with petitions for their 

account’s removal.158 Through caricaturing the mods as a “sweaty”, the hegemonic geek 

archetype of the redditors,159 it portrays the mods’ activity as an individual norm 

transgression thus attempting to undermine their activities and reclaiming a semblance of 

power back to themselves, which has been continuously taken from them in material terms. 

Similarly, to how the community adapted the power for themselves, so did the mods. In the 

“serious answer” of describing their own actions and activities throughout the downfall, “the 

mod team did not expect the userbase to react to obvious satire in such a way”.160 By 

portraying their own activities as satire, they simultaneously defend their actions as 

intentional and aware, denouncing them as cringe and portray the users’ lack of 

understanding of the activities as the transgression itself.161 Thus, by cringing at the other, the 

division between user and moderator deepens. 

Beyond sharing the weaponization of the cringe dynamic in maintaining this 

boundary between moderator and users, they also share an expressed desire to return to  

to typical cringe posting, rather than the aggregation of content related to the conflict. Mods 

claim that “typical” cringe was never prevented as “There is nothing stopping you all from 
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posting cringe brothers and sisters. I checked the logs, and it was never prevented”,162 while 

users claim that posting “typical” cringe would be an act of rebellion with a user utilizing a 

meme that states “Instead of posting rage about the troll mods. Let’s continue to post cringe 

like normal to show them they can’t win” (2.2k upvotes).163 This demand for the return of the 

normality of the cohesive content of cringe became another point of contention, as both 

parties blamed the other party for obstructing this return. At the very end, days before the 

privatization, there was an inkling of the return to normal cringe posting, but the 

ramifications of the conflict endured materially as at this point all text was disabled and titles 

had to be delivered through emojis and socially, as it still centred around discussing the 

events and the motives the mod activity (fig.4). However, despite this use of the cringe 

dynamic by both parties to be the cringer and to claim “normal” cringe content, the dynamic 

itself was not disruptive to the cohesion of r/cringetopia nor its conflict. Neither party truly 

lost the autonomy typically characterizing the cringee instead being at the whim of the 

dynamics of platform and community, which leads us to the consideration of the cringee or 

the content of cringe. 

 

Figure 4. 

WayBackMachine Documentations of Selected Top Posts (30/04/2022)  

 

 

The silence of the furries 

Beyond the weaponization of the cringe dynamic in maintaining this boundary 

between moderator and users is a consideration of the content of the cringe. The central and 

cohesive content or focus of cringe throughout the collapse is furries, who were already part 
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of r/cringetopia’s repertoire of cringees, as illustrated by their original banner pre-conflict 

(see fig 5a). Mods activities centred around furries as content, from changing the name of 

cringetopia to furrytopia, the automods centring around “fursecution” (furry persecution) and 

changing the visual banner to only include furries (see fig.5b). The users compiled with this 

concentration of cringe on particular cringee and focused their content around furries in their 

criticism of the mods and their activities. 

 

Figure 5. 

WayBackMachine Documentation of subreddit banner on the 21/04/2022 (Top, A) and 

22/04/2022 (Bottom, B)  

 

 

 

However, by vilifying furries beyond the vilification of mods or users, it questions what norm 

violation did furries commit beyond being scapegoated by either side of the civil 

r/cringetopia war. As seen is figure 6. where the militaristic imagery highlighting the 

presence and threat of the “enemy” while the text compares furries to paedophiles and 

zoophiles, portraying them innately reprehensible and prohibits them of being “a normal part 

of our society”. It appears that their other norm transgression is their mere existence. This 

existential nature of the transgression mitigates any possibility of furries as cringees in 

mediating the transgression, as neither awareness nor intentionality, or even some sort of 

justification absolves them of their existence, voiding any semblance of autonomy of theirs. It 

facilitates the cringer to construct cringe that condemns them for existing and expresses 

hatred toward them, along with affirming the norm that their presence is an abomination. 

Thus, the dynamic of cringe is not only unequal, but absolute on behalf of the cringer 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. 

WayBackMachine Documentation of Selected Top Post (24/04/2022) 
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Accessing this hatred of furries through portraying them as cringee, may have been 

strategic as a scapegoat in the conflict. On the mod’s behalf, one user observes that “they are 

trying to turn this sub into hate sub to get it banned so people would use their shitty website. 

Every anti-furry subreddit was banned in the past” (252 upvotes),164 which demonstrates that 

“they also use furries as a scapegoat, because it’s the easiest target, the majority of you find 

furries cringe”. While other users warn against this pitfall into hatred, reminding them about 

the ensuing conflict is centred around the mods and not hating furries as “Furries didn’t take 

over r/cringetopia” (1.2k upvotes).165 Highlighting, this smooth transition of cringee to hated, 

is the suspicion aroused by the users when one of the mods’ posts and automods reference the 

Islam faith. With references to “Ramadan” and “Inshallah”, both Muslim terms, the 

community seem apprehensive that Muslims would now be the cringee, and thus the content 

would centre around Islamophobia as “We went from furries to Muslims. What is going on? 

[I hate furries!] (3.8k upvotes).166 This scrutiny demonstrates an attempt on behalf of 

Muslims in avoiding being portrayed as the cringee, and thus preventing the scope of hatred 

to move to Islamophobia, but it also raises the possibility of an alternate target of cringe and 

hate in the conflict. If the mods and users cohesively constructed Muslims or the other parties 

depicted in the original banner as the central cringee (figure 5) and their only interpreted 
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norm transgression was their existence, would it even change the outcome of the conflict? Or 

would it merely result in the hatred of another party, a different casualty?  

I posit the latter, as this section highlights that although the cringe dynamic didn’t 

shift the conflict and dynamics resulting in r/cringetopia’s downfall, but it permitted the 

scapegoating and hatred of its cringee, thus creating a casualty of its own. Thus, with the case 

closed and a bloodied Wolf fur suit on our hands, we move to our conclusion. 
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The Verdict 

My investigation has been driven to finding the answer to the question, “How can the 

downfall of r/cringetopia be interpreted through the dynamics of its cringe, community, and 

platform?”. My case highlights the prominent and symbiotic role of the culprits’ community 

and platform, as their combined power would shape and be shaped by the disruptions that 

would lead to the subreddits’ demise. The inciting disruption was r/cringetopia moderators’ 

seeking independence from Reddit’s community and platform, aiming to be the sovereign on 

the platform Cringetopia.org, while the proceeding disruption was its userbase disputing this 

notion of gaining independence as a subreddit and the means the mods were afforded in 

doing so. This triggered a civil war within the r/cringetopia community, between its 

moderators and users fighting for power, culminating into what I consider an implosion, as its 

death played occurred due to dynamics playing out within the subreddit rather than outside of 

it.  Throughout this conflict, the cringe dynamic didn’t impede the other two culprits, as it 

had been utilized throughout the civil war, but it never shaped a disruption like the other 

culprits as both the moderator and user claimed the role of the cringer. However, cringe as a 

dynamic itself had its own casualty as the construction of the cringee facilitated the 

normalization of its hatred. Overall, this case reveals how these dynamics are intricate in their 

production of power, furthering Foucault’s’ notion of how these forces not only impacting 

their subject but also each other through their interaction. 

The observation of the emergence of the play and interplay of these dynamics 

contributes further to each of their distinct academic positionings. In terms of cringe, it 

contributes to its literature in two key ways. The first, is a consideration of how I constructed 

the dynamic of cringe being inequal between the cringer and the cringee, as this investigation 

revealed that rather than merely unbalanced there may be no scale in question. As the norm 

transgression can be one’s existence, it voids any possible opportunity for the cringee to 

contribute to the construction of cringe through any expression of awareness nor 

intentionality, which raises a theoretical challenge for Mayer and colleagues’ notion who 

outlined this possibility as it questions what conditions need to be met for the cringee to have 

some power.167 Whether the norm and its violation itself has to have a level of specificity for 

it to be addressed or that irrespective of specificity that the construction of cringe becomes a 

life of its own as “content” in the subreddit media environment.168 The second contribution is 
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a consideration of how cringe construction facilitates the hatred of the selected cringee, as it 

demonstrates how the perception of transgression permits hatred of the norm transgressors. 

This furthers Wynn’s observation of cringe’s role in delegitimizing particular views, as rather 

than solely portray their activity as individual norm transgression, this thesis suggests that 

may also portray the whole collective as such, leading not only to their ridicule but their 

explicit hatred.169 

In terms of community dynamics, my account for the end of r/cringetopia lends 

support to Massa’s cyclical model of community sustenance and my extension of this model 

in how it becomes ouroboric through insularity.170 Massa’s model of community sustenance 

is tailored to having plural values, while my ouroboric model is not accommodating to such 

values due to its opposing insularity.171  R/Cringetopia’s norms were disjointed into 

dichotomy as a result of the user-moderator conflict, and its subsequent demise suggests an 

inability to accommodate this multiplicity of values. This would imply that r/cringetopia, by 

being incapable of becoming heterogenous, aligns more with my proposed ouroboric model 

of a community rather than Massa’s cyclical one and thus offers more explanatory power of a 

community’s death rather than just their life. As this is gleaned from a singular case study, it 

raises an inquiry of whether the death of ouroboric communities is marked by its values 

becoming plural, or whether it can make the transition to Massa’s cyclicality? This also 

questions the opposite inference, asking whether cyclical communities are capable of 

becoming ouroboric, or does this transition mark its end? 

Another facets of these models to consider is whether the case of r/cringetopia was 

truly a death, or rather potentially the creation of two new community cycles on behalf of 

both the parties who divided it. That r/Cringetopia’s inability to reconstitute itself into a 

unified community under Massa’s model, instead prompted the formation of novel 

communities such as those who went to cringetopia.org. This suggests an alternative pathway 

to reconstitution in Massa’s model, community formation.172 Similarly to the relation 

between 4chan and Anonymous , rather than emerging from “free space”,173 the formation of 

communities may be directly based on previously existing communities, rendering their 

forms interconnected and interdependent. Thus, rather than being a single cycle as Massa 
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proposes, community’s lifespans may take form of connected and overlapping circles as 

illustrated by figure 7., a continuation from figure 1. 

 

Figure 7. 

Proposed continuation of Massa’s Process Model of Sustainable Online Community 

Building.174 
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Overall, beyond supporting the similarities between the cyclical and ouroboric models of 

community substance,175  this case suggests that the life and death of communities are deeply 

entwined. 

Another pivotal facet this case raises in the study of community dynamics is the 

particular consideration of different level of powers afforded to its different members in 

dictating the shape of the community. As Massa’s case of Anonymous had its own unique 

affordances,176 the model considered the different recency of members as a point of 

contention rather than the different power of its members.177 Thus it may be Reddit’s 

afforded infighting of the community that prevented the heterogenous values, thus not 
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included in Massa’s model of community building whose platform permitted such 

plurality.178 This case demonstrates the intricacy of community and platform dynamics, 

supporting the continued examination of them in tandem from an academic standpoint.179  

Reddit’s sociomaterialization of “user-power” characterized the cases’ conflict, as both 

r/Cringetopia’s users and moderators are ultimately Redditors or Reddit users, and without 

Reddits’ materiality the conflict would be rendered immaterial. However, rather than this 

case clearly upholding the apparent tension between the user power and constraint, it’s also 

possible that it solely consolidates user-power, as the apparent conflict was due to the 

disruption caused on behalf of the users. After all, disruptions only become apparent when 

the moderators departed from the norms of their subreddit, and it was the materiality that 

empowered the users in their fight through guarding their ability to dictate information 

visibility despite the mods’ implemented impediments. It appears that the tension within user-

power occurs when it challenges itself. This demonstrates how the social element becomes 

indistinguishable from the material, further substantiating the concept of sociomateriality. 

Even the act of privatization, of taking ones’ subreddit down and removing the content is 

powered by the volunteering users (moderators), offering them the opportunity to effectively 

shut down the subreddit on their own terms rather than on the administrators.  

Reiterating the prominent role of materiality, its impact is starkly apparent in my 

selected methodology. The visibility of user’s expression, in moving the popular opinion to 

the top of the homepage, as supported by the “hot” default page allowed me to retrospectively 

interpret what the users of r/cringetopia were expressing despite the text being based on an 

archival source. However, this same information visibility demanded reliance on the popular 

interpretation of the users, as due to the privatization I could not encounter converse or 

controversial takes that were expelled from the homepage through downvotes thus making 

the popular interpretation the dominant one. The privatization of the subreddit and MMDA, 

meant that I had to adjust the method to the now more static text of r/Cringetopia’s downfall 

rather than the interactive interface that Reddit typically afforded. However, by explicating 

the concepts of cohesion and interpretation as expressions of Foucauldian power, 180 Kress’ 

MMDA made this adjustment operationalizable as it framed these changes as disruptions and 

a fundamental part of the text of the downfall of r/cringetopia. In a sense, my entire 

investigation could be interpreted as a disruption to the subreddit in of itself as by interpreting 

                                                      
178 Massa, “Guardians of the Internet,” 968. 
179 Gaudette et al., “Upvoting Extremism,” 3493. 
180 Kress, “Multimodal discourse analysis,” 35-50. 
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its death through the public WayBackMachine, it disrupts r/cringetopia’s last act of 

privatization. 

MMDA also prompted me to consider alternate interpretations of the subreddits’ 

death, beyond the parties involved within the community, which I had done through the 

monitoring of r/SubredditDrama for supplemental material and assistance in establishing a 

cohesive timeline. These alternate interpretations of r/cringetopia’s death further 

contextualized the dynamics at play from a more meta-community perspective of Reddit and 

shed novel insights onto both the culprits and victim themselves, however due to the scope of 

the thesis I could not investigate them with due diligence. The question of interpretation also 

raises a question for the method of MMDA itself, as it assumes the position of the interpreter 

in observing the dynamics in the text of the community’s death, while someone more 

embedded in the community might offer an alternate interpretation. Thus, an alternate 

methodology that I would have selected to approach this investigation is ethnography. 

Ethnographical research, operationalized through interviews for example, could provide a 

deeper understanding of the parties involved, their direct motivations and interpretations of 

the conflict and their perspective of dynamics at play.181 This would also position the 

dynamics of medial environments closer to Munn’s process of psycho socialization,182 which 

accounts further how both facilitate the movement throughout the alt-right pipeline. 

 The investigation into the death of r/cringetopia, revealed mysteries to be resolved by 

future detectives, from furthering the understanding the culprits and their interplay in 

different situations, to implementing alternate explanations of r/Cringetopia’s death and 

broadening the methodology to do so. By following each of these trails, the department can 

consolidate to reveal whether the death of r/cringetopia was incidental, or rather whether it 

was part of a larger pattern. From examining a small disruption in the pipeline, each 

incremental piece of research reveals more and more its dynamics illuminating the processes 

of the pipeline more and more. So, with the conclusion of this investigation I encourage the 

beginning of many more. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
181 Geoffrey Walford, “Interview and interviewing in the Ethnography of Education,” in Oxford Research 

Encyclopaedia of Education,  https://doi.org/10.1093/acrefore/9780190264093.013.320 
182 Munn, “Alt-right pipeline”.  

https://doi.org/10.1093/acrefore/9780190264093.013.320
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